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Calzado and Rosario Del Rio.
"Algunas consideraciones sobre la organizacion contable publica espanola a lo largo del tiempo. Referencia especial al sistema de partida doble," Maria Jose Dominguez and Maria Solome Taboada.
"En memoria de Sebastian de Jocano y Madaria doscientos anos despues de su Disertacion Critica... (1793)—version ampliada de la intervencion en la Jornada Conmemorativa de la Obra de Luca Pacioli 'De las Cuentas y las Escrituras' (1494–1994)," Rafael Donoso and Alberto Donoso.
"Paciolo," Maria Dolores Garcia.
"Una contabilidad de supervivencia a fines del siglo XVII: el convento franciscano de Cuevas de Almanzora, 1670–1693 (Almeria)," Donato Gomez and Francisco Jesus Sierra.
"Aproximacion al pensamiento de Luca Pacioli," Francisco Javier Luna.
"La influencia de Pacioli durante el siglo XVI," Fernando Martin Lamouroux.
"Schmalenbach y el balance oro en Alemania," Ramon Martinez.
"Historia de la contabilidad. Fondos de Pensiones en el ejercito espanol: el Monteplio del siglo XVIII," Guillermina Martinez Casado and Maria Pilar Perez Garcia.
"Los libros de fabrica de la catedral de Mallorca," Carlos Pomar and others.
"Requisitos formales y valor probatorio de la contabilidad: una aproximacion historica," Vicente Prades Albalat.
"Aparicion y expansion de la partida doble: aportaciones de Pacioli," Amparo Ruiz.

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS—1995

ACADEMY OF ACCOUNTING HISTORIANS

President Maureen Berry reports the following committees, committee charges, and committee members for the year 1995. The contributions of Academy members are greatly appreciated. Please contact the chair of any of the committees if you may be of help in accomplishing the committee’s charge. Better yet, if you would like to participate as a member of a committee, give President Berry a call at 217-333-4543.

ARCHIVIST

CHARGES:
To conduct special assignments as may be required by Academy officers including: (1) compile service records of Academy members over the past ten years for the Nominations Committee to identify potential candidates for key positions, and (2) assist the directors of the Research Centers by conducting special investigations, or other services as requested.

Terry Sheldahl, Chair
Savannah, GA

EDUCATION COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Assemble and disseminate materials that foster the integration of history into accounting curricula. Develop and coordinate educational programs and conferences, as deemed appropriate, that will assist accounting instructors in the integration process which are consistent with guidelines and objectives of the Academy.

Jenice Stewart, Chair—University of Missouri–Columbia
Roger B. Daniels—College of Charleston
Cheryl McWatters—McGill University
Fred Neumann—University of Illinois
John Ribecco—Community College of Rhode Island
Robert Bloom—John Carroll University
James Guthrie—The University of New South Wales
Roxanne T. Johnson—University of Scranton
H. Elliott Lipschultz—Lipschultz and Company

ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Assist the Academy in raising funds for its scholarly and research activities, as well as
special projects, by contacting prospective donors and other appropriate activities.

Eugene Fleghm, Chair—General Motors Corporation (Retired)
Richard G. Vangermeersch—University of Rhode Island

FINANCIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Provide counsel and advice to the Academy’s treasurer in particular and to the Board in general concerning the Academy’s financial management.

Edward N. Coffman, Chair—Virginia Commonwealth University
Rasoul H. Tondkar—Virginia Commonwealth University
Richard G. Vangermeersch—University of Rhode Island

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Enlist new individual and institutional members for the Academy by contacting academics and practitioners.

Michael F. van Breda, Chair—Southern Methodist University
Tatsuto Fuji—Tohoku Gakuin University
Joel E. Thompson—Northern Michigan Univ.
Bruce M. Bradford—Fairfield University
Laurie Henry—Old Dominion University
Robert H. Raymond—Lincoln, Nebraska

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Identify and nominate potential candidates for key positions. It is implicit in this process that considerations will include motivation and willingness to serve as well as past service record in the Academy for those moving up in the hierarchy.

Ashton Bishop, Chair—James Madison Univ.
Thomas J. Burns—Ohio State University
Tonya Flesher—University of Mississippi
O. Finley Graves—University of Mississippi
Gary John Previts—Case Western Reserve University

OVERSEAS OUTREACH COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Research ways in which the Academy could expand its services to overseas members and increase their involvement in Academy activities.

Garry Carnegie, Co-Chair—Deakin Univ.
Lee Parker, Co-Chair—Flinders University
John K. Courtis—City Univ. of Hong Kong
Jeremy Cripps—Heidelberg College
Anne Loft—Copenhagen Business School
Trini Melcher—California State University—San Marcos
Hiroshi Okano—Osaka City University
Hans-Martin W. Schoenfeld—University of Illinois at Urbana—Champaign
Adrienne Slaymaker—University of Windsor
Donna Street—James Madison University

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE

CHARGES:
Enhance awareness of the Academy and its activities through the AAA display booth in Orlando, Florida in August, 1995. Identify, contact, and enlist the assistance of key persons in each AAA region in distributing information about the Academy’s activities, particularly at AAA regional meetings. Promote awareness of the Academy through two specific projects: a Pacioli T-shirt and notecards, as well as others that appear appropriate.

Jeanette Sanfilippo, Chair—Maryville University—St. Louis
Dr. N. M. Singhvi—Indian Accounting Assoc.
Joann Noe Cross—University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Hans Dykxhoorn—Western Michigan Univ.

REGIONAL PROGRAMS

CHARGES:
Serve as liaison with other organizations with an interest in accounting history, such as liaison with regional AAA coordinators for 1996 meetings, etc.

Kathleen E. Sinning, Chair—Western Michigan University
RESEARCH COMMITTEE
CHARGES:
Encourage accounting history research, identify possible topics, identify sources of funding, and evaluate proposed research projects. Also, develop and coordinate research programs and conferences, when deemed appropriate, that are consistent with guidelines and objectives of the Academy.

Ed Arrington, Chair—Louisiana State Univ.
Jeffrey J. Archambault—Saint Mary’s Univ.
Vahe Baladouni—University of New Orleans
Onker N. Basu—University of Akron
David Cooper—University of Alberta
Gary Giroux—Texas A&M University
Thomas Tyson—St. John Fisher College
Ed Ketz—Penn State University
Paul Miranti—Rutgers University
Leslie Oakes—University of Alberta
Philip H. Siegel—University of Houston—Downtown
James Tucker—Widener University
Robert Williams—Univ. of Wollongong

STRATEGIC ACTION COMMITTEE
CHARGES:
Consider the Academy’s strategies concerning the long term physical locations of its administrative and research center facilities, including the potential for permanent sites. In the short-run, to study the current situation, evaluate the cost-benefit of alternatives, and make recommendations to the Board for considerations.

William D. Samson, Chair—University of Alabama
Edward N. Coffman—Virginia Commonwealth University

MANUSCRIPT AWARD COMMITTEE
CHARGES:
Encourage submission of manuscripts on an accounting history topic from scholars who have completed a terminal degree (PhD or Masters where appropriately considered a terminal degree) within the prior seven years. Review submitted manuscripts on a blind review basis, using criteria to be identified by the committee chair, and announce the winner, if any, before the annual meeting of the AAA so that an award could be made at the Academy’s reception at that meeting.

J. Richard Edwards, Chair—Cardiff Business School
Maureen Berry—University of Illinois
Barbara D. Merino—Univ. of North Texas

COMMITTEE ON WORLDWIDE ACCOUNTING HISTORY RESEARCH
CHARGES:
Identify and recommend ways of bringing together researchers in accounting history worldwide. Also, recommend ways of publicizing ongoing accounting history research globally.

Moyra Kedslie, Chair—University of Hull

A THOUGHT FROM THE PAST

It seems to me elementary to assume that the aggregate amount to be raised by taxation in the future will never be less than it is today.

—Warren W. Nissley, 1937